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Full Speed Ahead 

Weekly Report 1/08/2018 to 1/14/2018 

 

Things are getting busy! Between semester exams, frequent orchestra rehearsals, work 

shifts, and the upcoming Research Showcase, there is hardly a moment to spare. Fortunately, I 

have been able to keep everything organized and under control. 

This week, I was able to finish writing my interview assessments for Dr. Robert 

Ackerman and Dr. Tracy Meyer. It was nice to reflect on these interviews and refresh myself on 

the advice I was given. I also decided to look back at all of my previous interviews. It is crazy to 

think about how much I have improved at cold calling and conducting interviews with 

confidence and professionalism. ISM has really boosted my social and professional skills. 

Over the course of the week, I had the opportunity to update my digital and physical 

portfolios and make final adjustments and preparations to my board for the Research Showcase 

on Wednesday. I am a little nervous for Research Showcase, but I am mostly excited about 

sharing my semester work and speaking about my ISM journey so far. 

This next week, I hope to prepare myself for and represent Reedy ISM well at the annual 

ISM Research Showcase.  My goal for Showcase is to showcase my portfolio, research, and 
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original work, but also to inspire those around me and bolster the support given to the Frisco ISD 

Independent Study and Mentorship program. I also hope to conduct a successful and productive 

first mentor visit with my wonderful mentor, Dr. Meyer. Things may be busy, but I am definitely 

excited about where these events will lead me. 
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Accomplished this week: 

● Wrote interview assessments for Dr. Ackerman and Dr. Meyer 

● Completed Showcase board 

● Updated digital and physical portfolios 

 

Goals for next week: 

● Have a successful Research Showcase 

● Learn more from my mentor 

● Begin brainstorming for my final product 

 

 


